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ABSTRACT 
In the first three sections, relationships between the feasible sets of primal- 
dual linear programming pairs are developed. A theorem of Clark [2] says that, 
for a linear programming pair in standard symmetric form, whenever the primal 
feasible set is nonempty and bounded the dual set is unbounded. We extend this 
theorem by showing that when the primal feasible set is nonempty it is bounded if 
and only if, in the dual feasible set, all variables, including slacks, are unbounded. 
We show, in fact, that, whenever a linear program pair in standard symmetric form 
has optimal solutions, a primal variable is bounded if and only if its complementary 
dual variable is unbounded; therefore the total number of bounded variables (primal 
and dual, including slacks) must always be equal to the total number of unbounded 
variables, and this common value must be equal to the total number of constraints, 
primal and dual. Results along similar lines are obtained for the primal-dual programs 
in the nonstandard form, i.e., when some constraints may be equalities or some of 
the variables may be unrestricted in sign. The latter results sharpen some of those of 
Charnes, Cooper, and Thompson [I]. 
In the final section the same methods are used to obtain results concerning the 
bounded and unbounded variables in the solution sets for linear inequalities when 
the matrix is “copositive” or “adequate.” This extends the work of Lemke [9] 
and of Cottle [3]. 
INTRODUCTION 
In investigating models for optimal decisions, or in designing algorithms 
for the numerical solution of optimization models, it is often of interest 
to know which decision variables are bounded by the constraints of the 
model and which are not. In this paper we present some formal theorems 
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concerning the feasible sets of linear programming as well as theorems 
concerning the linear inequality systems employed in the solution of 
quadratic programs and other models, in order to shed some light on 
this question. 
1. STANDARD SYMMETRIC L.P. FORM 




Ax<b nA >, c 
X>O X>,O 
The components of the column vector x = (xi, . . . , x,) we call the primal 
structural variables, while the components of the row vector n = 
(nr, . . . , n,) we call the dual structural variables. The components of 
the vector s = b - Ax = (sl,. . ., s,) we call the primal slack variables, 
while the components of 6 = nA - c = (S,, . . . , 6,) we call the dual slack 
variables. The set of pairs (x, s) for which x > 0, s = b - Ax > 0 we 
call the primal feasible set X, and the set of pairs (76, 6) for which ?t > 0, 
6 = nA - c 3 0 we call the dual feasible set 17. 
For our analysis we use two basic theorems of linear inequalities, which 
we state as follows. 
FARKAS LEMMA [5, p. 1081. The consistent constraint set Gx = g, 
x > 0 implies the constraint hx < K if and only if there exists a vector 
p such that pG > h, pg < K. 
GENERATING VECTOR THEOREM [7, pp. 44, 451. Given. the constraint 
set Gx = g, x > 0, we can select a finite number p of solutions ([I, . . , , Ep) 
of that set, and a finite number q of solutions (ql, . . . , TV) to the homogeneous 
set (i.e., a finite number of vectors Et satisfying E” 3 0, Gtt = g, and a finite 
number of vectors qT satisfying qr 3 0, Gq’ = 0) such that: 
(4 every solution x to the constraint set can be written 
x = ‘&W + .q:,iu,q7’ (1) 
with nonnegative scalars At, ,q, Z’it = 1; 
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(ii) for every choice of nonnegative scalars ;I,, pu,, 21, = 1, the eqbvession 
(1) for x is a solution to the co&faint set. 
To proceed with our analysis, we apply these theorems to prove: 
LEMMA 1. Let X = {(x, s)lAx + s = b, x 3 0, s > O}. Assume X # 
qi The variable xi is bounded in X if and only if there exists a vector y 2 0 
such that yA > 0, yAi > 0. 
Proof. xj bounded in X means that Ax + s = b, x 3 0, s > 0 
implies xj < K for some large enough K. By the Farkas lemma such an 
implication holds if and only if there exists a vector y such that y(A, I) > 
(uj, 0), yb < K, where uj is the unit vector (0,. . ., 1,. . ., 0) with 1 in 
the jth place. If the implication holds for some K, i.e., if xj is bounded, 
then the required y exists. On the other hand, if the required y exists, it 
may be normalized by division by yAi, so that the implication holds and 
xi is bounded. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be as above. The variable si is unbounded in X if 
and only if there exists a vector y 3 0, such that Ay < 0, (AY)~ < 0. 
Proof. For the constraints Ax + s = b, x 2 0, s 3 0 all solutions 
may be written 
where A[ + cs = b, 5 > 0, cr > 0 and Ay + t = 0,~ > 0, -c 3 0. Now, 
if si is unbounded, there must be a vector (8, t)T with ti > 0; otherwise 
maxtluitI would be a bound for si. Now choose y to be q. On the other 
hand, if there exists a vector y with the same properties, note that for 
any x E X, the vector x + 0y satisfies A(x + 19y) < b, (x + By) > 0 for 
all scalars f3 > 0. Therefore si = b, - (Ax), - B(Ay), 3 19(- AJJ)~; i.e., 
si is unbounded. 
COROLLARY. Let 17 = {(rz, 6)jzA - 6 = c, x > 0, 6 2 O}. Asswne 
17 # 4. The variable ?ij is unbounded in Il if and only if there exists a 
vector y > 0 such that yA > 0, (YA)~ > 0. 
Proof. Apply the lemma to - ATrcT + ST = - cT, zT > 0, 6 > 0. 
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THEOREM 1. Consider the linear programs in standard symmetric form 
and suppose that X and 17 are nonempty. Then the primal structural variable 
xj is bounded in. the primal feasible set X if and only if the dual slack variable 
dj is unbounded in the dual feasible set II. Dually, the dual structural 
variable ni is boztndea in the dual feasible set 17 if and only if the primal 
slack variable si is unbounded in the primal feasible set X. 
Proof. The necessary and sufficient conditions that xi be bounded in 
the primal feasible set are, by Lemma 1 and the Corollary to Lemma 2, 
just the necessary and sufficient conditions that 6, be unbounded in the 
dual feasible set. The dual statement follows similarly. 
Directly from this theorem we obtain: 
COROLLARY. For soluble linear programs in the standard symmetric 
form, we have that for each index j = 1, . . ., m exactly one of the following 
holds : 
(9 xj is bounded in X and aj is unbounded in 17; 
(ii) xi is unbounded in X and 6, is bounded in Il. 
Also, for each index i = 1, . . . , m, exactly one of the following statements 
holds : 
(i) zdi is bounded in 17 and si is unbounded in X; 
(ii) q is unbounded in II and si is bounded in X. 
Now let X,, X, denote, respectively, the number of primal structural 
variables which are bounded, and unbounded; let S,, S, be, respectively, 
the number of primal slacks which are bounded, and unbounded. Let 
IIB, I7,, A,, AU be similar numbers for the dual variables. We now have, 




From this we obtain: 
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THEOREM 2. Given +vzal and dual linear programs in standard 
symmetric form, for which X and II are nonempty. The number of unbounded 
variables is m + n, and the number of bounded variables is m + n. 
Proof. Add (2.a) and (2.~) for the first statement and (2.b) and (2.d) 
for the second. 
The result is similar to, but not identical with, a result of Lemke [9] 
which states that under certain nondegeneracy conditions the total number 
of rays in the primal and dual sets is at least m + n. We next obtain the 
following generalization of the theorem of Clark [l]. 
THEOREM 3. Given primal and dual linear programs in standard 
symmetric form, suppose that the primal feasible set is nonempty. Then 
the primal feasible set is bounded if and only if all variables, structural 
and slack, of the dud feasible set are unbounded. 
Proof. If the primal set is nonempty and bounded, the linear programs 
have optimal solutions and, if the primal set is nonempty and the dual 
set is unbounded (in particular, nonempty), the linear programs again 
have optimal solutions. Thus the formulas (2) are valid in either case. 
From (2.a) and (2.c), X, = m and S, = n if and only if d, = 0 and 
IT, = 0. This completes the proof. 
Next consider the consistent linear inequalities Ax < b, x 3 0. 
Evidently, if all the xj are bounded, then all the slacks si = b, - (Ax)~ 
are also bounded. We can obtain a kind of inverse of this statement as 
follows. 
THEOREM 4. Consider the consistent linear inequalities Ax < b, 
x > 0. If all the slacks si are unbonnded, then all the structwal variables 
are also unbounded. 
Proof. Consider the linear inequalities as the primal feasible con- 
straints for a linear program pair in standard symmetric form, taking 
the vector c to be 0 in order to ensure that the programs have optimal 
solutions. If S, = 0, then, from (2.c), UB = n. But if flB = n we must 
have, as remarked above, d, = 0. Therefore, from (2.b), X, = m. This 
completes the proof. 
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With this result, Theorem 3 may be rewritten: 
THEOREM 5. Given primal and dual linear programs in standard 
symmetric form, suppose that the primal set is nonempty. Then the primal 
feasible set is bounded if and only if all dual slacks aye unbounded. 
2. UNSYMMETRIC L.P. FORM 




Ax<b nA = c 
S-C>0 
As above, we speak of the primal structural variables xi and the primal 
slack variables si, and define the primal feasible set X as the set of pairs 
(x, s) for which s = 6 - Ax > 0. The requirement x 3 0 is, of course, 
omitted. The dual feasible set L! is now {njz >, 0, n.4 = c}. Given a 
constraint set D = {(nA), = cj, ?ti 3 0}, we say that y1 and y2 are 
associated rays for constraint j (or that constraint j has the associated 
rays y1 and y2) whenever the vector y1 satisfies yi > 0, ylA = uj and 
y2 satisfies y2 3 0, y2A = - uj. 
THEOREM 6. For soluble linear programs in unsymmetric form we have 
that, for each of the indices i = 1, . . . , n, exactly one of the following statements 
holds : 
(i) xi is unbounded in X and the dual constraint j does not have 
associated rays ; 
(ii) xi is bounded in X and the dual colzstraint j has associated rays. 
Moreover, for each of the indices i = 1, . . . , m, exactly one of the following 
statements holds : 
(i) zi is unbounded in 17 and si is bounded in X; 
(ii) zi is bounded in 17 and si is unbounded irz X. 
Proof. By the Farkas lemma, xj is bounded above in X, i.e., Ax < b 
implies xi < K for some K, if and only if there exists a vector y1 > 0 
such that ylA = uj. Similarly, xj is bounded below if and only if there 
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exists a vector y2 2 0 such that y2A = - uj. Thus xj is bounded in 
X if and only if constraint j has associated rays. The second part of the 
theorem is the same as the second part of Theorem 1. 
Kow let D, be the number of dual constraints with associated rays, 
and let D, be the number of dual constraints without associated rays. 
We have immediately : 
X, + D, = n, (3.4 
X,+D,=n, (3.b) 
JIB + S, = mNz, (3.c) 
17,-t S,=m. (3.4 
COROLLARY 1. Consider the linear program pair in unsymmetric fOYm, 
and suppose the primal feasible set is nonempty. Then it is bounded if and 
only if all dual variables are unbounded and all dual constraints have asso- 
ciated rays. 
Proof. If the primal is nonempty and bounded, the programming pair 
has optimal solutions. If the primal is bounded, then X, = n, S, = m, 
whence, by (3), D, = 0 and D, = 0. On the other hand, if the primal 
is nonempty and the dual variables are unbounded (in particular, the 
dual is nonempty), again the programming pair has optimal solutions. 
If 17, = 0 and D, = n, we have S, = m and X, = n. 
COROLLARY 2. Consider the linear program pair in unsymmetric form 
and suppose the dual feasible set is nonempty. Then it is bounded if and 
only if all primal slack variables are unbounded in X. 
Proof. As above. 
3. MIXED SYMMETRIC L.P. FORM 
Finally, we consider the general case of the mixed symmetric form 
(Table III). Now X is the set of vector triples {x1, x2, s} which are primal 
feasible, and E7 is the set of vector triples {n,, 3t2, S} which are dual feasible. 
We suppose that the dimension of x1 and of c1 is n,, the dimension of x2 
and of c2 is n2, and that n = nr + n2. Also the dimension of 7~~ and 
of b, is in,, the dimension of z2 and of b, is m2, and m = m1 + m,. 
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TABLE III 
Primal Dual 
max(c,x, + c2xz) minhb, + n&d 
A,,x, + A,,*, = b, n,A 11 + x,A 21 = cl 
A,,x,+A x <b 22 2, 2 n,A 12 + %A H > cz 
x2 > 0 %!>O 
Given a constraint set such as that which describes the dual feasible 
set, we say that the jth equality constraint has associated rays y1 and y2 
whenever there exist vectors y1 = (vl, w’) such that w1 >, 0, (+A,, + 
w1A2,) = uj, (zJ~A,, + WEARS) > 0, and y2 = (v2, w2) such that ~~ > 0, 
(“2A,, + ZL+A,,) = - Uj, (“aA,, + 202&J > 0. 
THEOREM 7. For soluble linear programs in mixed symmetric form 
we have that for each index j = 1, . . ., n, exactly one of the following holds: 
(i) xj is unbounded in X ami dual constraint j does not have associated 
rays ; 
(ii) xj is bounded in X and dual constraint j has associated rays. 
For each index j = n, + 1, . . . , n, exactly one of the following holds: 
(i) xi is unbounded in X and ~3~ is bounded in II; 
(ii) xi is boumded in X and ai is unbounded in Il. 
For each index i = 1, . . _, m,, exactly one of the following holds: 
(i) 7ci s unbounded in 17 and primal constraint i does not have associated 
rays ; 
(ii) zi is bounded in 17 and primal constraint i has associated rays. 
For each index i = m, + 1, . . . , m, exactly one of the following holds: 
(i) zi is unbounded in 17 and si is bounded in X; 
(ii) n, is bounded in Ll and si is unbounded in X. 
Proof. By use of the Farkas lemma and the generating vector theorem 
as in Theorems 1 and 6. 
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where, of course, P, and P, are, respectively, the numbers of primal 
constraints which have associated rays and the number of primal con- 
straints which do not. From these equations we get immediately: 
COROLLARY 1. Given primal and dual linear programs in mixed 
symmetric form, for which X and II are nonempty, the total number of 
unbounded variables is equal to the total number of constraints (m + n) 
minus the total number of constraints which do not have associated rays. 
The total number of bounded variables is equal to the total number of con- 
straints (m + n) minas the total number of constraints which do have asso- 
ciated rays. 
COROLLARY 2. Given primal and dual linear programs in mixed 
symmetric form, suppose that the primal feasible set is nonempty. Then 
the primal feasible set is bounded if and only if all dual slack variables are 
unbounded and the number of bounded dual structural variables is equal 
to the number of primal constraints which have associated rays. 
These results sharpen those of Charnes, Cooper, and Thompson [l, 
Theorem 51. 
Finally, we may ask under what circumstances both primal and dual 
constraint sets are nonempty and bounded. We obtain the result of 
Charnes, Cooper, and Thompson [l, Theorem 31: 
THEOREM 8. The only instance in which both primal and dual constraint 




Ax = b nA = c 
is square and nonsingular. Equivalently, primal and dual constraint sets 
are both nonempty and bounded if and only if each contains exactly one point. 
Proof. Whenever both sets are nonempty, the linear programs have 
optimal solutions. 
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If the primal is bounded, all dual slacks are unbounded by Corollary 2 
of Theorem 7 ; therefore, if the dual is bounded as well, there can be no 
dual slacks, i.e., the dual constraints are all equalities. By symmetry, 
then, the primal constraints are all equalities, so the primal-dual pair 
has the form given. 
By the same corollary, if the primal feasible set is bounded and if all 
dual variables are bounded, each primal constraint must have associated 
rays. Symmetrically, then, each dual constraint must also have associated 
rays. Thus the system 
(; ;‘)(yT)= ui 
has a solution for each unit column vector Ui, i = 1, . . . , m + PZ. The 
matrix of (5) therefore is nonsingular since, in fact, its inverse is given 
by the matrix whose columns are just these solutions. This is just the 
condition that A be square and nonsingular. 
4. INEQUALITIES WITH A COPOSITIVE OR ADEQUATE MATRIX 
In the study of quadratic programming, bimatrix games, and some 
other topics (see, e.g., [3], [9]) we are led to the constraint set 
Mz-w=q, z 20, w b 0, (6) 
where M is a p x p matrix with special properties. Two cases of very 
broad interest are the cases (i) M is copositive, i.e., y’My > 0 for all 
y > 0, and (ii) M is adequate, as defined by Ingleton [8]. (The relevant 
fact here concerning adequate matrices is the theorem of Cottle [4, 
Theorem 21: If M is adequate, then (yTM),y, < 0, k = 1, . . . , $ implies 
yTM = 0.) 
The following theorem sharpens results of Lemke [9, Theorem 51 and 
of Cottle [3, Theorem 61. 
THEOREM 9. Let Z be the set of vector pairs (z, w) feasible for (B), with 
M a p x p copositive matrix, and suppose Z is nonempty. Then for each 
i at least one of the components zi OY wi is unbounded in Z. Thus the number 
of unbounded variables is at least 9, and the number of bounded variables 
is at most 9. 
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Proof. Suppose, for some i, both zi and wi are bounded, i.e., suppose 
that (6) implies zi + wi < K for some large enough K. By the Farkas 
lemma, then, there must exist a row vector y such that 
Y GO> yMB0, yM, > 0, yi < 0. (7) 
But if y satisfies the first two of these conditions we must also have 
yMyT < 0. Since M is copositive, we must then have yMyT = 0, and 
it follows that (yM),y, is zero for each k. This contradicts the last two 
conditions on y for the case k = i, and the proof is complete. 
The extreme cases for M copositive are: (i) the case in which M is 
strictly copositive (i.e., yMyT > 0 for all y 3 0, y # 0), and, (ii), the 
case in which M is antisymmetric (i.e., the case in which yMyT = 0 for 
all y). For these cases, sharper results are possible, namely: 
COROLLARY 1. Let the matrix of the theorem be strictly copositive. Then 
all variables Zi and wi are unbounded. The mumber of unbounded variables 
is 29 ; and there are no bounded variables. 
Proof. As in the theorem, if some variable is bounded, there must 
be a vector y # 0 with the first two of the properties (7). But then 
(- y&Y- yT) < 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Let the matrix of the theorem be antisymmetric. Then 
for each i exactly one of the components zi OY wi is unbounded in Z. Thus 
the number of bounded variables is exactly ~5, and the number of unbounded 
variables is exactly ~5. 
Proof. The necessary and sufficient condition that zi be bounded is 
that there exist y with the first three of the properties (7). The necessary 
and sufficient conditions what We be unbounded (Lemma 2) is that there 
exist a vector 5 3 0 such that Mt > 0, (Mt), > 0. Now put t = - yT 
and the corollary is established. 
This corollary is actually a generalization of Theorem 1, where for 
the form (6) we choose the special form 
(_l :T)(;T)-(y)=(_;), x,s n,d>O. 
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Finally we investigate the case in which M is adequate. For such 
matrices we have: 
THEORE~L~ 10. Let Z be the set of vector pairs (z, w) feasible for (6), 
with M a p x p adequate matrix, and suppose Z in nonempty. Then each 
of the components of the vector z is unbounded in Z. Thus at least p of the 
variables aye unbounded, and at most $J of the variables are bounded. 
Proof. If, for some i, zi were bounded, there would have to be a 
vector y such that the first three of the conditions (7) obtain. But Cottle’s 
theorem, noted above, precludes this. 
The author is indebted to the referee for pointing out the following 
further results. In Corollary 1 of Theorem 9, if we replace strict copositivity 
by the property that M has all positive principal minors, we obtain the 
same result, namely that all variables are unbounded. Moreover, Z 
nonempty is automatically satisfied in this case. These results follow 
directly from the theorem of Gale and Nikaido [6, Theorem 21, which 
states that a matrix M has positive principal minors if and only if 
yi(Myh < 0, i=l,...,P implies y = 0. 
(We then argue just as in Corollary 1 of Theorem 9.) 
The same is true if the matrix is adequate and nonsingular, since 
such matrices have been shown by Cottle to have all positive principal 
minors [4, Lemma 31. 
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